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To Roberto Guibernau
Love is always stronger than death.

SERIES EDITOR’S PREFACE

For almost two decades, the Comparative Feminist Studies (CFS) series
has addressed fundamental analytic and political questions involved in
the cross-cultural production of knowledge about women and feminism.
The series seeks to engage the politics of scholarship and knowledge
in relation to feminist organizing and social justice movements and is
designed to foreground writing, organizing, and reflection on feminist
trajectories across the historical and cultural borders of cultures and
nation-states. Drawing on feminist thinking in a number of fields, the
CFS series targets innovative, comparative feminist scholarship, pedagogical and curricular strategies, and community organizing and political education. It explores a comparative feminist praxis that addresses
some of the most urgent questions facing progressive critical thinkers
and activists today.
Over the past many decades, feminists and social justice activists across
the globe have been variously successful at addressing fundamental issues
of domination, exploitation, and liberation. In our search for gender
justice in the early twenty-first century, however, we inherit a number
of challenges our mothers and grandmothers faced. But there are also
new challenges to face as we attempt to make sense of a world indelibly
marked by the failure of settler-colonial, postcolonial (and advanced)
capitalist, and communist nation-states to provide for the social, economic, spiritual, and psychic needs of the majority of the world’s population. Globalization has come to represent the interests of corporations
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and the free market rather than self-determination and freedom from
political, cultural, and economic domination for all the world’s peoples.
The project of USA empire building, the rise of Islamophobia in the USA
and Europe, the global consolidation of “national security” regimes,
alongside the dominance of corporate capitalism and neoliberalism, kill,
disenfranchise, and impoverish women everywhere. Militarization, environmental degradation, heterosexist State practices, religious fundamentalisms, sustained migrations of peoples across the borders of nations
and geo-political regions, environmental crises, criminalization and the
rise of carceral regimes of rule, and the exploitation of gendered bodies
and labor by governments and corporate capital all pose profound challenges for feminists at this time. Neoliberal economic policies and discourses of development and progress mark yet another form of colonial/
imperial governance, masking the exercise of power over people’s lives
through claims of empowerment. Recovering and remembering insurgent histories and seeking new understandings of political subjectivities
and citizenship have never been so important, at a time marked by social
amnesia, global consumer culture, and the world-wide mobilization of
fascist notions of “national security.”
These are some of the challenges the CFS series is designed to
address. The series takes as its fundamental premise the need for feminist engagement with global as well as local ideological, historical,
economic, and political processes, and the urgency of transnational
feminist dialogue in building an ethical culture capable of withstanding
and transforming the commodified and exploitative practices of global
governance structures, culture, and economics. Individual volumes in
the CFS series develop and sustain gendered epistemologies anchored
in the history and experiences of the Global South, providing systemic
and challenging interventions into the (still) largely Euro-Western
feminist studies knowledge base. The series highlights work that can
and needs to be done to envision and enact cross-cultural, multiracial
feminist solidarity.
Ithaca, NY

Chandra Talpade Mohanty
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